EMIS Release Notes- New Collection Request

Collection Request Name: Graduation Collection (FY21)

Collection Request Description: The FY21 Graduation (G) reporting period captures data related to graduating students. This data will include diploma information and all data necessary to verify that the student has met CORE and testing graduation requirements. The following assessment types are reportable: AC, AP, GE, GY, GW, GX, IB, WK, and SA. Note: File(s) must be uploaded through the Data Collector Data Sources tab.

Collection Request Short Name: FY21-G-Graduate

Manifest Code Name: 2021G0000

Collection Request Planned Release Version: 1

Planned Availability Date: 5/6/2021

Submission Date Range: 5/6/2021 - 10/16/2021

Organization Types That Must Report: Traditional Districts, Community Schools and STEM Districts (JVSDs now have access for the eventual release of CTE related Grad Reports, thus they will not be able to submit any data to ODE)

Major Change from Prior FY Version? The following EMIS Changes are included in this release:

EMIS Change 21-168: Refine check GC.1002 to highlight students who do not have at least 20 total credits reported.

* GC.1002 (A) will be on the GC Level 1 Validation Report indicating less than '20' total credits but greater than '0'.
* GC.1002 (B) – new – will be on the FN Level 1 Validation Report indicating there are '0' GC records reported for a graduating student.

EMIS Change 21-164(c and d): House Bill 67 Assessment Changes to allow Score Not Reported = W. Added Critical Message FA.1034 - Expecting grade level 11,12 or 13 with SNR = 'W'. This validation message is triggered when an assessment record is reported with all of the following:

* 'W' in Score Not Reported (FA235) and
* (YYYYMM) in Test Date (FA210 ) equal to any of the following: 202011, 202012, 202101, 202103, 202104, 202105, 202106, 202107 and
* Grade Level of Student at time of test (FA220) not equal to '11', '12', or '13'
**EMIS Change 21-92(b):** Add GYs to G collection.

**Data Sources Supported:** FA, FC, FE, FN, GC, GI, and GQ

**Level 1 Reports Included:** Counts of Assessment Records Excluded

**Level 2 Reports Included:**

The following Grad Cohort Reports are available in this collection:

- (GRAD-002) Newly Assigned to Grad Cohort
- (GRAD-421) 2021 - Grad Cohort - 4th Year Status
- (GRAD-422) 2022 - Grad Cohort - 3rd Year Status
- (GRAD-423) 2023 - Grad Cohort - 2nd Year Status
- (GRAD-424) 2024 - Grad Cohort - 1st Year Status
- (GRAD-520) 2020 - Grad Cohort - 5th Year Status
- (GRAD-619) 2019 - Grad Cohort - 6th Year Status
- (GRAD-718) 2018 - Grad Cohort - 7th Year Status
- (GRAD-817) 2017 - Grad Cohort - 8th Year Status

Note that the Grad Cohort reports will not be visible in the Graduation Collection until the collection window for the End of Year Student Collections has closed.

Additionally, numerous Gen Issues Reports are also included in this collection. In general the Gen Issues reports will likely be run at least once per week beginning in mid to late May. The report explanation, including content and contact information regarding each report is available [here](#).

**Outstanding Issues:** None Known

**Release Note Date:** 5/6/2021